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Teams Lesson 1 
Introduction to Team Ministry  

 
A Definition of a Team: 
 
A group of people cooperating and working together to accomplish a common task, 
usually larger than any individual could accomplish on their own; or a greater collective 
accomplishment than could be achieved through simply pooling individual 
achievements. 
 
 
I.  The Biblical/Theological Foundation of Team Ministry 

 
 

Genesis 1:1 cf. 1:2;   John 1:1-3    God is Triune and stamps his image on all of 
creation.  God is one God, but exists not as an individual, but as Three Persons.  There 
is a constant interplay of this kind of unity and diversity throughout all creation. 
 
Genesis 1:26 & 27 cf 2:18, 20,21   God creates man in his image in a special way and 
purposefully draws Adam into the process of understanding that his life is not meant to 
be lived individualistically.  It is “not good” for Adam to be alone.   He needs an equal 
partner.  We exist in social community with one another, and need the gifting of each 
other to fulfill God’s purposes.  
 
Gen 12:1-3  The purpose and fulfillment of the “individual call” to follow God only finds 
expression in the context of team.  [cf Gen 17:9-16 ] 
 
Exodus 19:3-6  The people of God are constituted as a “people,” a “nation;” not simply 
as individuals who have an individualistic relationship with God.  [Cf Exodus 18:17-24] 
Moses learns that he must function with a team. 
 
Matthew 1-4  The life and ministry of Jesus reflect the core identity of the work of God 
among us through teams. 
 
Acts 2  The birth of the church is a complete body/team expression. 

 
Acts 4  The ministry of the church is carried on through team ministry. 

 
Acts 13:4,5;   II Tim 4:9-12   Paul’s church planting/apostolic ministry throughout was in 
the context of a team approach.  [Compare II Corinthians 2:12-13] 

 
Rom 12:4-5; I Cor 12:7,12-27   God has sovereignly designed the church so that the 
only way we can fully accomplish his will is in connection with other team/body 
members. 
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We need to be clearly reminded of these things so that we do not  
 

1) look for ways to do God’s work apart from consideration of the rest of the 
body 

2) ever come to the conclusion that we can forsake the body and accomplish 
God’s will on our own  [1 Cor 12:12-26] 

3) fail to put the individual expression of our gifts in their proper, humble place  
[Rom 12:3-6] 

 
 
“There is a power for doing God’s will that exists in a team that is not to be 
found in individual effort.    And it is a great re lief because it takes the 
burden off of our puny shoulders.”  Jack Miller 

 
 
II. The Church as a Team:  
 
     A.  Our Vision and Purpose:    Matthew 28:18-20; Ephesians 4:11-16 

 
The Church is a team planted by God in the world to carry out the task of the great 
commission of bringing God’s righteousness to the world, thro ugh faith in Christ.  
That great commission comes in the midst of nations  and peoples and 
individuals who are in various stages of brokenness  and evil .  [Gen 1-11; Acts 
2,3,4] 
 
When we accept the breadth of the task for all that God has called us to, it becomes 
apparent how much we must function with a team.  [Isaiah 2:1-5;  Isaiah 42:1-4; 
Ephesians 4:7, 11-17]   Compare Kibera Slums ~  St. Louis Region 
 
Embracing the reality of God’s commitment to work through teams gives us the freedom 
to embrace the breadth of the task with hope, because we know God will supply every 
part that is needed.  [Ephesians 4:7,8] 
 
 
     B.  Our Motivating Power    II Corinthians 5:14ff 

 
Our motivational power lays in the gospel itself an d the faith that emerges from 
hearing the Gospel in our hearts and the accompanyi ng power of the Holy Spirit  

 
Vision is not the fuel of ministry.  It does give us direction; just not the power for 
accomplishing the work of God 
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Being filled with the love of the God in Christ through the Gospel is what makes teams 
possible, because we are free to engage in a lifestyle of love and forgiveness as a 
means of team building. 
     
Without this, teams move towards breakdown or stagnancy because the reality of sin 
emerges within every team, and the outward forces of evil can simply be overwhelming.  
These realities, in turn, force a need to learn to deal with sin in light of the Gospel.  
[Compare I Corinthians 1:1-9]  This is the practical application of seeing each other as 
“new creations” under the Gospel that is meant to inform our heart perspectives on each 
other and our hope for the world around us. 
 

C. The Defining Characteristic of a Team Beginning to Function – Prophet, Priest 
and King Gifting     Deuteronomy 17:14-18:22 

 
1. The relationship between the Godhead, the Three-fold Covenantal offices 

of Prophet, Priest and King, and the corollary, needed gifting for teams to 
function properly. 

 
2. Prophet -- Vision     

 
Priest -- People 
 
King -- Administration 

 
(The “secular” realities of the image of God:  CEO, HR, CFO) 
 
A team has begun to exist as a living fellowship when each member is committed to 
using their gifts for the primary goal of accomplishing the task of the team; moving “I” 
and “Me” concerns to “We”—how can I make the team leader a success?  The other 
team members?  How do “we” accomplish the goal of bringing the love of God to the 
world in specific areas of ministry he has called us to? 
 
This leaves “self-glorying” to the side and is evidence of God being at work because it is 
so opposite to our sin nature.     
                                
 
 
III. Obstacles to Team Ministry 
 
    A.  Innate Independence 
 
The sin of Gen 3 is written in the very fabric of o ur sin natures.  Adam and Eve’s 
decision to learn about “good and evil” on their ow n, and become “autonomous 
gods” is the root sin that gives expression to the hyper-individualism and hyper-
independence of our culture. 
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This is one of the places we need to take the self-deceiving problem of sin very 
seriously.  [Jeremiah 17:9] 
 
We can hear this warning and if we are not careful, we can go our way in ministry still 
with a predominate self-centered focus, and then, add a religious coating to our efforts 
that makes it almost impossible to penetrate.  In the name of “God has told me,” we can 
launch out in extreme forms of independence that leave no room for the humility of 
working with the body of Christ. 
 
This independence in turn feeds into- 
 

B. Inborn Self-glorying  
 
This is the negative flip side of being independent.  If I am truly independent, then I must 
prove my worth. This is the heart of attaining self-righteousness and in turn leads to: 
 

A sense of myself that says:  “it is a glory for me to do this,”   “this is my gifting,”   
“this is my calling,”  “ this is where I am supposed to shine.”    
 
This is combined with …  

 
A sense of others that says:  “I don’t want anything (anybody) to get in the way,” 
“I can do it better,”  “so-and-so might not do this the right way,”  “let others learn 
to be servants of God here (to me)”.  The end result is that we don’t truly value 
the input of others and recognize our real need of their gifts; we don’t listen and 
learn from others, we only try to use them to accomplish our goals. 

 
Compare Saul & David – the false humility of Saul [I Kings 10:20-22] is actually rooted 
in a self-glorying spirit.  His rules during battle were not for the benefit of the team [1 
Sam 14:24ff]; at the end of his campaign against the Amalekites he set up a monument 
to himself.   [1 Sam 15:12]  Versus David, who endured all things for the sake of God’s 
glory among his people.   [1 Sam 26:9-11; 30:1-8, 21-22] 
 
This self-glorying is a very subtle form of idolatry and if not addressed, frequently 
becomes the seed for the later fallout of team members, or in the worst case, the 
collapse of the team.  
 
If, instead of these natural attitudes we ask the Lord to teach us Romans 12:5 -- that we 
are there for each other – the end result is that each of us will have the sense of 
confidence we need because we are surrounded by God’s loving team.  It also 
wonderfully takes the heat off of “me” and my desire to perform. 
 

Remember:  Christ is on the move through teams; he is not about exalting self-glorying 
individuals.  Team ministry has a vindication of God in it that does not exist otherwise. 
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IV. Marks of a Healthy Team Ministry 
 

A. A Fellowship of Love and Joy and Hope and Unity and Endurance and Power and 
Suffering and Forgiveness and Vision and Purpose 
 
Nehemiah 8:10;  Psalm 45:6,7;   Hebrews 12:2,3; Rom 14:17; 15:5-6, 13;   
Psalm 68:35; Rev 1:8-9; Rom 5:1-5; Ephesians 4:32-5:2;  Acts 2:17-21 

 
These are some of the most enticing gifts of God’s salvation.  And the world is sick to 
death in search of them.   
 
It is rooted in the Covenant faithfulness of God to bring his righteousness and salvation 
to the world through the Risen Lord and Messiah.   [Ephesians 1:15-23] 
 
 
     B.  A Fellowship of Prayer     Acts 1, 2, 4… 
 
This is one of the main foundational weapons God has chosen to use to empower the 
church to accomplish his will.  It fleshes out the Gospel for us over and over again. 
 
 
     C.  A Fellowship of Outreach in Weakness and the Spirit’s Power   Acts 2 & 4 etc…. 
 
We are meant to be teams taking the Gospel out to the world, out into our streets.  The 
Presence of God is with us to move us out.  And as we encounter weakness and trial 
along the way, and are broken down, we cry out for the bread of the Spirit [Luke 11:11] 
and God hears our prayers and fills us – because God has chosen to dwell with the 
lowly.  [1 Cor 1:27-31; 2 Cor 4:7-12; 12:9-10] 
 
As we go, we are encouraged by the discovery that the real Team Leader is Christ 
Jesus Himself, who will unfold the very works of God before us and through us. 
 
 

D.  A Fellowship of Complementary Gifts     I Cor 12; Rom 12:3-6 
 
Sovereignly distributed by the Spirit, and existing within the community of faith in which 
God has called us to participate locally, nationally, and globally 
 
If you feel like there is a genuine part of the gift-mix missing, ask the Lord to bring the 
person along, and look for her/him. 
 
     

E. A fellowship of Constructive Conflict Matt 20:20ff; Gal 2:11-16 
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Team Ministry - Lesson 2 
 Effective Team Prayer 

 
I.  The Need for Learning Team Prayer ~ John 15:1-17 -- A Team Prayer 
 

A. If we let ourselves go, there is a natural bent that we will not abide in Christ and 
the power of the Spirit; instead we will shift to relying on secondary means for 
accomplishing the work of ministry every time 
 
1. Our training; our program (our vision//goal); gifts on the team; money; past 
experiences 

 
 2. At issue: a shift in focus from Christ alone and the power of the Holy Spirit to a 
reliance on human beings or another favorite idol   [Gal 3:1-5] 
 
3. This makes prayer a defining battle ground, because through prayer we 
humbly fellowship with the Father and the Son and receive the power of the Spirit    
[Luke 11:1-13; 18:1ff] 

 
If we see the only power that adequately empowers the Church is the presence 
of the living Christ, prayer is worth the battle 
 

 
B. We fully come to understand and experience the Lordship of Christ as we pray                            

together in humble dependence on the Lord for his power -- Acts 4:23-31 
 
1.  God deliberately leads us into humble circumstances as we pursue the 

kingdom and minister his love, justice and mercy to the nations for specific 
reasons: 

 
a. It helps us identify with the poor and oppressed, who are the focus of the 

kingdom  [Cf Israel; Phil 2:5-8, cf 1 Cor 4:8-16] 
 

b. It helps us rely on God alone for resurrection life  [2 Cor 1:8-11] 
 

c. It makes it clear to ourselves and everyone else that the power is from 
God  [2 Cor 4:7-12] 

 
d. It keeps us from giving into an oppressive, divisive spirit  [1 Cor 1:26-31] 
 
e. It is the most fitting way for the greatness of God’s power to be displayed  

[2 Cor 12:7-10] 
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2. These circumstances provide for a corporate humbling and breaking of the 
will and pride of the team: Christ is Lord -- not us 

 
• Self-sufficiency -- the dynamic of sin pooled together has a greater effect than                  

individually [Gen 6]; so must the corporate breaking  [Compare Rev 3:14ff] 
 

• We must ask God to change the harvester first - and he does this again and 
again by stripping away every hope but Christ  [Hebrews 12:27,28; I Peter 
4:17] -- these are corporate humblings 

 
• This sometimes requires a crisis as severe as salvation.  Must let God break 

us.  Embrace it, though it is naturally the last thing we want   
 

3.  This kind of praying recognizes we need the supernatural work of the Spirit in 
building the team [Ephesians 4:1-8; 1 Cor 12:12ff] 

 
• Consider the 12 apostles and the diverse personalities/egos and natural 

barriers - fishermen with bad tempers, a tax collector for Rome and political 
zealots for Israel 

 
• The team needs to be seen as something flowing from Christ’s power to do 

his will, or may as well stay home 
 

• The evidence of this comes to us strongly when we go out and mess up and 
realize we went presumptuously; we think we’re spiritual, ready. The failure 
shows us that we must re-learn God again and again -- a change in heart 
attitude which results in actions that flow increasingly out of the presence and 
will of Christ     

 
C.  Prayer is the spiritual means for moving the kingdom forward through spiritual 
barriers -- Luke 11:2-4 cf 18:1-8 
 
 

1.  The barriers have an outward look and expression but are rooted in spiritual, 
invisible forces [Rev 13; Eph 6:12] 

 
• You can’t see heart attitudes - but they affect everything we are/do 

 
• You can’t see spiritual forces of evil at work - but their effect is all around us 

 
• Prayer is the means God has appointed for breaking through these walls 
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2.  Without prayer as the central force for ministry you can only achieve what is 
humanly possible [Mark 9:17-29, cf Eph 3:20, Eph 1:15ff] 

         
• Failure occurs, and we can always find secondary reasons.  It is easy to 

analyze failure. But often the reasons are only superficial; the real issue may 
be because we never really moved into God’s plane of existence through 
prayer.  When God does answer prayer and move, we are often quite aware 
of all the points of weakness and failure that could have derailed the ministry,  
but they did not.  Why not?  Because God graciously hears the prayer of his 
people, and in grace gives us more than we could hope for 

 
• Prayer is a barometer of a team’s faith:  faith that rests on the knowledge we 

can’t do it.  If we sense we can, there won’t be much prayer 
 

 
 

II. The Effect of Prayer: the Presence of the Spirit in the Team ~  Acts 4:23-31 
 
     A.  It gives us a true sense of the powerful presence of the risen Christ through the 
Spirit 
 

1.  Christ’s authority becomes tangible; real to us (he is LORD and Messiah) 
 

• He is the Ruler of the Universe; we feed each other’s faith as we express and 
believe the promises of God together; (gangs on Etzel - not really all that 
scary, but because of deception and lies made us afraid).  A key issue here is 
to tie our faith directly to God’s clear promises. 

 
• He owns us; He is sending his Spirit to build the Church; He is the powerful 

intercessor  [Isa 66:1-2; Acts 4:18-20] 
 

2. He is the head of the team   
                 

• We are here to do his will: find out what it is and submit to it. Gain the sense 
of being a bystander/participant, watching the power of Christ at work.  Prayer 
takes this seriously; He must move us forward  [Acts 16:6-10] 

 
     B.  The presence of the Spirit to cleanse and empower 
 

1.  Cleansing -- the honest, ongoing need for repentance and grace in ourselves 
first.  Most folks want others to change first; Christ always wants to start with us—don’t 
see that as an obstacle.  
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2. Power -- a ministry of the Word that comes in power, love and deep 
conviction 

 
• Comes out of fellowship with the Father and the Son  [John 15] 

 
• Comes out of the Spirit’s enabling power to do the work  [Luke 11:1-13] 

 
• Remembering that this often takes a very humbling form   

[cf. Acts 4 or II Cor. 12:21] 
 
 
 
III. Obstacles to Prayer 
 
     A.  Yourselves as a team 
 

Your success -- why don’t we pray?  An opinion you hold about yourself as a 
group.  A quiet pride; maybe not loud boasting, just an absence of prayer, 
because successful and don’t need it 

 
Your busyness – “so much to do” - as soon as we say that we are saying the 
kingdom work is not spiritual; it relies on me/us.  We are central, now the CEO.  
The Risen Christ is not central to the ongoing function of ministry 

 
 

Your wisdom - if teams don’t work, can usually find common sense reason why; 
Those common sense reasons elude us because we are not listening in prayer.  
Not listening because proud people don’t listen well [cf. Proverbs 2:1-11] 

 
It is hard to pray when you don’t have a lot of questions 

 
    
  B.  Satan 
 

-- is an accuser of God: feeds into self-pity so you are full of nothing but your own 
hurts and concerns (often why prayer meetings are boring):  If we don’t focus 
on kingdom issues and the nature of kingdom promise s, we will burn out.  
We need to have our hearts and minds captivated by the faithful 
commitment of God to bring his good to this world; through us as his 
chosen people  

 
-- is an accuser of the brethren [Rev 12:10] if we do the right thing, conflict will 
arise; your life will feel like it is falling apart; Satan will accuse all day, every day   
 
Prayer is the place these things are resolved and put into perspective 
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     C.  The World 
 

The expectations are already there for what you do to be totally exp lained in 
human terms; it consternates the world to have you “spiritualize” 
something, so you must know how to stand your groun d. 

 
 
 
IV. Getting into the Pattern of Effective Team Prayer ~ Acts 2 -4 
 
     A.  Indoor - Outdoor 
 

Pray / Go Out 
 
 
     B.  Humility 
 

In weakness  
 

Don’t gloss over difficulty – that is what makes prayer necessary 
 
 
     C.  Believing the Promises 
 

The Promises of God are God’s means for feeding faith; don’t substitute 
something else for them. You need a deep understanding of the Promises and 
how they apply [cf. Acts 4] 

 
 
 

     D.  Asking for the Spirit’s Power to Love 
 

1.  Being taken deeper into the love of Christ [Eph 3:13-21] - the focus here is not 
so much on his love for you, but on his love for the nations; his commitment to 
bring restoration and reconciliation through the gospel 

 
We need an atmosphere of love and acceptance so we can deal honestly with all 
the issues that arise; if not, it will be hard for “sinners” and unbelievers to feel the 
reality of the acceptance we have in Christ 

 
 

2. Asking for wisdom to work that love out, or get frustrated   
[Phil 1:9-11, Eph 1:15ff] 
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3. Asking for boldness: or die because of failure of nerve   
[Eph 1:19-20; Gethsemane] 

 
 
      
     E.  Praise and prayer as you go -- 2 Chronicles 20:20-23 
 
 
 

 F.  Preparing your mind for action, opposition and conflict -- I Pet 1:13ff, 4:12ff 
 
 
     G.  Remember God’s grace in Christ -- Romans 5:1-2 
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Team Ministry - Lesson 3 
Teams and Goals 

 
I.  The Need for a Plan 
 
     A.  Vision, Mission, Purpose 
 
These are all words that help describe the overarching sense of direction we are meant 
to have as the people of God in whatever ministry we undertake.  Without this, the 
people of God perish.  The vision trumps everything else and directs and informs our 
plans.  God has one vision, Matthew 28:18-20, that is being unfolded through his people 
and expressed in a great variety of means and circumstances  [ Acts 2:17ff] 
 
The challenge is for God’s purpose to genuinely, concretely, become our purpose, and 
not have it remain undefined and unowned 
 

1.  Own the vision of God.  Ask yourself, “Is this the driving purpose of my life and 
ministry?”   

 
� to “seek first the kingdom”  
� to say, “your kingdom come, your will be done”  
� by means of “knowing Christ and the power of his resurrection and the 

fellowship of his suffering”  
� to the end and purpose of discipling the nations 

 
       
           2.  Define the Vision of God: Philippians 1:9-11 -- what does it mean for us? 
 

This is an ongoing task and work; you are engaging in this process as you 
commit to particular areas of ministry to fulfill the work of the kingdom 

 
 
     B.  Establishing defined goals which are controlled by the vision and purpose  
 

1. You need a specific goal  [cf. Paul, missionary journeys; Rom 1:13] 
Christ’s specific goal is to demonstrate God’s mercy and salvation, and purchase 
the way in for us 

 
2.  But your goal needs to be controlled by God’s purpose   [Acts 16:6-10; Jesus    
in John 11; Paul II Corinthians 1:15-21; 2:12-17; Romans 1:13] 
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A lot of ministry doesn’t ever get started because people are too tightly 
controlling the goal - not trusting God to fulfill the vision through prayer. The 
specific goal “as I have defined it” becomes the measure of success and sense 
of accomplishment, and if the goal isn’t being met to our satisfaction, we can 
easily give up. 
 
The only real freedom here comes from a deep sense of free acceptance in the 
Gospel and the knowledge that God is now and will lead us in triumphal 
procession, even if the particular goals are not unfolding as we planned  [2 Cor 
2:12ff] 

 
 

C.  Implementing goals with flexible strategies that are open to whatever change is 
necessary to meet the goal 

 
You need to have a general sense you are going to stick with a strategy until it is clear it 
isn’t working, and then discard it.  Let your strategy be flexible. 
 

1.  Strategies are the tools for accomplishing the goals 
 

Jesus, going to Jerusalem; at the Passover; John 7:1-14; Samaritan Woman; 
John 4 

 
 2.  But strategies always need to remain flexible, changing as much and as often 
as needed 

 
The danger is that the strategy becomes the end in itself and dominates the work 

 
Whether or not the goal is being met is overlooked 

 
Strategies that do work in one instance, often will not work in another.  When 
they do work, the danger is for the strategy to turn into a human tradition: “this is 
the way we have always done things.” 

 
The more of a sense of need of being in control yourself, the less freedom you 
will have to change strategies when needed.  You will feel like you are actually 
losing the goal or purpose; Satan will lie to you, and your flesh will become angry 
with God 

 
The freedom of the Gospel - that God loves me, that He is committed to fulfilling 
His will, that He is lovingly in control -- gives incredible freedom to flex and 
change as needed  

 
Paul - Mission - preach to the Gentiles; Goal - Europe - Strategy - City Centers, 
Jewish Synagogues;   How?  Plans; doors closing; doors opening; jail  
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II. Five Essential Ingredients to Fruitful Team Ministry 
 
There are many things a healthy team needs to flourish.  At the heart of it all there must 
be a believing of the Gospel that gives the team the freedom to grow in whatever ways 
it needs to.  Along with that, there are some other essential ingredients, which, if they 
are missing can cause the team to easily flounder and fail.   
 
     A.  Loyalty: Commitment to the Team  
 

1.  Many teams simply never gel; never get started.  People have an idea, but it 
never really goes anywhere.  Often, that can be because there is no real 
leadership.  There is no one to help feed vision of how God wants to save the 
lost and disciple the nations through this particular area of ministry. 

 
The general result is a lack of loyalty that grows out of not owning a vision/goal.  
People are only half in it.  There is often a mistaken sense that something 
“magic” might happen just because you showed up.  In reality, you end up 
working harder as part of a team than you ever would individually.  Teams give 
you that freedom precisely because you are not carrying the load alone. 

 
2.  Evidence of lack of loyalty: poor attendance; not showing up on time; lack of 
communication on whether or not you are coming. 

 
3.  What loyalty looks like: 

 
During times of feeling bored/wasteful/why are we doing this?, the solution is not 
to withdraw.  If the vision is of God, you need to be willing to be bored “together” 
if you are going to go anywhere. 

 
Loyalty at times feels like you are simply going through the motions.  If that is all 
you are doing, trouble.  But at times that is what it feels like. 

 
 

B.  Endurance: Long-term Commitment to the Goal of the Team 
 
Endurance must flow from the Gospel 
 
While the first team fails for lack of gifted leadership, this team often has many gifted 
leaders, but dies quickly.  Why?  What happened? 
 
In part, they can be too aware of their gifts and shift the focus of their faith from God’s 
blessings freely bestowed in Christ alone to their gifts and sense of vision 
 
Without the ability to endure that comes from the Gospel itself, all the giftedness in the 
world won’t matter 
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Paul’s last letter, II Timothy, is fundamentally about this need for endurance and the 
power for it that comes from the Gospel.  Repeatedly Paul talks to Timothy about 
endurance  [2 Tim 2:3,10,12; 3:10, 4:1-5] 

 
In 2:8-10, Paul tells Timothy to remember the Gospel, and that because Paul himself 
remembers it, he is able to say, “Therefore I endure everything for the sake of the elect.” 
 
The team will need to be able to face rejection, hardship, difficulty as Christ and the 
Apostles all did.  Their endurance will come from the hope of the Gospel   
 
Endurance and the suffering that goes with it, produces stability and character- 
this is where we learn wisdom [Rom 5:1-5; James 1:2ff]. If we learn the Gospel, 
we can learn endurance. 

 
  
 C.  Courage: Commitment to move out of your safety zone 
 
This team fails because they end up being inwardly focused - which is simply a means 
of protecting ourselves.  The Christian life is one of Risk, with a capital “R.”  We are 
living sacrifices; called to die daily; willing to be led like sheep to the slaughter   [Rom 
8:17, 35, 36] 
 
Teams that lack courage often have lots of meetings; lots of warm feelings; lots of 
fellowship - but are singing “Jesus Savior, pilot me” while still tied up to the dock.  In the 
end, you become very dry 
 
Even secular business people deal with the need for risk; here are some quotes from 
some of the most successful: 
 

“Chaotic action is preferable to orderly inaction.” 
“You’ve got to be willing to fail.” 
“No geniuses.  You just have to keep at it.” 
 

The foundation for courage is found in a “soaking in” of the promises of God; getting 
God’s mind, so you have a vision that is clear: the kingdom will grow, Christ will win the 
day  [Joshua 1, Matthew 28 cf. John 17:18] 

 
 
D.  Zeal: a single-minded focus on the goal 

 
The “inward focus” of those who lack courage often takes place slowly over the course 
of time.  The focus shifts, and zeal dies out.  You start out consumed with a passion of 
what God wants to do, and over time it starts to grow cold 
 
How does Paul keep the mindset of being spent for the Gospel - even as an older man? 
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Return to the zeal and passion and love of God.  Not focusing on your zeal, but on 
God’s.  Always coming back to II Cor 5:14 
 
 

E.  Honesty: living in a faith tension with your failure   
 
This team may have lots of endurance, but little wisdom.  If you are not being fruitful, 
need to ask why.  Failure needs to be openly dealt with and become a good foundation 
for further growth.  But if failure is all there is- something is wrong 

 
In a good sense, there is always going to be a healthy tension that exists in the church  
until Jesus returns: a tension of the need to keep reaching to a lost world until the 
nations are won to Christ.  Meetings that don’t address this issue aren’t being honest.  
Sometimes the meetings aren’t painful enough. 
 
Do not resolve the tension of failure by giving yourself excuses: “God has called us to 
be faithful, not successful;” “Many are called, but few are chosen.”  We need to 
recognize we cannot define success in worldly terms, or even on our own terms, but 
Jesus did say, “I have chosen you to bear fruit- much fruit- fruit that will last- fruit that 
will bring glory to my Father.”   [John 15:8, 16ff] 
 
 
 
 
The look of a successful team struggles in each of the five areas, but relentlessly comes 
back to the Gospel, believing the promises of God together in prayer, being renewed in 
the love of God for themselves and for the world.  It endures in love.  And the kingdom 
grows, slowly and steadily like a tree that becomes a rich source of strength and 
encouragement to believer and unbeliever alike. 
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Team Ministry - Lesson 4 
Team Leadership and the Use of Authority 

 
I.  Foundational Understanding of God-given Authority 
 

A. Authority and the good use of authority are meant to be a reflection God’s 
character 

 
1. Authority within the Trinity addresses “function,” not equality of Person 

 
                The Father, the Son and the Spirit are all recognized as being equally God  
      [Revelation 5:13; Mark 3:28,29] 
 

However, God “orders” himself for the purpose of doing his will in all things, 
including salvation, according to an authority structure: 
 

  The Father sends the Son to save [John 3:16] 
        
      The Son submits to the will of the Father [Hebrews 10:5-7] 
 
  The Spirit is sent by the Father and the Son to apply salvation [Jn 16:5-15] 
 
            2. God’s use of his authority is motivated by his nature:  God is Love [I Jn 4:16] 

 
(This is an all-inclusive word that denotes holiness, righteousness, goodness, 
mercy, compassion and justice, and defines the use of his authority) 
 
 Gen 1:31; Psalm 103; Psalm 104; Romans 11:30-36    
 
God’s use of authority in every act - creating, saving, redeeming, disciplining, 
correcting, judging and condemning - are all acts of love and therefore also all 
work for the good of angels, creation and all mankind. 
 
The nature of God’s loving authority is clearly revealed in Christ’s 
commitment to serve [Mark 10:45; Matthew 11:28, 29] 
 
One of the remarkable things about God’s authority is his freedom to give 
authority away to others [Genesis 1:28; Luke 10:2-6, 16; Matthew 16:17-20; 
Acts 1:8; Revelation 2:26-29] 
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 B.  Our authority derives its existence from God and is meant to reflect his character 
 

1. Every sphere of human relationship has an authority structure for the purpose 
of fulfilling its God-given function   

 
The Family:  Ephesians 5:22-6:4 
 
The State:  Romans 13:1ff 
 
The Market:  Colossians 3:22-4:1 

 
     The Church:  Hebrews 13:17; Ephesians 4:7-13 
 

In each of these relationships there is an equality of “personhood” (all equally 
made in the image of God), but an order of submission around the fulfillment of 
purpose 

 
2. The authority of each person, in every sphere is meant to be motivated by 

love, humility and service 
 

Re-read the passages above from this perspective 
 

 
II. Applications to Team Leadership 
 

A. Every team needs a Team Leader 
 
There should always be a sense of a “plurality of leaders.” This reflects the work of 
the Trinity, and is further evidenced as part of God’s plan for the church in the 
appointment of Apostles, Elders and Deacons [Acts 14:21-23, 15; Titus 1:5].  
However, for the fulfilling of specific functions, it is a reflection of the character of 
God to have a Team Leader; a designated head, whose authority, though 
necessarily limited to the “purpose,” is nonetheless real   

 
 

B. Team Leaders should be making decisions motivated out of love 
 
This requires both a gospel focus, and gaining wisdom through mutual submission 
and seeking the counsel of others  [Acts 15:1-21] 

 
 

C.  Team Leaders should use their authority to give it away to others, and seek to 
bring every gift on the team to full expression. 

 
Needs to be a clear leader, but with every team member knowing he/she is there to 
help them enter into their own leadership and exercise of gifts  [Ephesians 4:12ff 
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III.   Redeemed Team Leadership 
      

A. Because of the problem of the sinful human nature, there are often tensions 
around leadership - either too aggressive and domineering, or no acceptance of 
the responsibility to lead. 

 
 Contrast of two styles of leadership - CEO / Consensus Leader 

 
 

1.   Leader from the Top 
 

C.E.O. -- a director -- asks the question, “What do I want the team to do?” 
 
             a.   Character 
 

i. Natural leadership gifts 
 

Often has charisma; warm personality.  This is why people will follow this 
person.  (This is not a bad thing; the real question is whether it will be kept 
under influence of the Spirit) 

 
ii. Clear vision 

 
At minimum, a clearer sense of where the team needs to go than the other 
team members.  But usually he/she has a strong sense of what God wants 
to do.  A planner, though not necessarily the one to carry out the details  

 
iii. Enthusiasm 

 
Often a high energy level; communicates that to others.  Says, “Charge!” 
and then looks to see where everybody is 

 
iv. Activistic 

 
A doer.  Ready to do it quickly -  yesterday.  Sometimes has a new plan 
every week 

 
v. Unpredictable 

 
In the eyes of others.  Good side -- often sees issues that need to change 
before others do and in seeking to bring that change, appears 
unpredictable.  Bad side -- team gets nervous; obligations not met; plans 
set aside as quick as new ones are made 
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    b. Areas for growth 
 

i. Tends to have a desire to be in control of everything.  Because of 
stronger gifts and personality, they often get control  

 
People will follow this type of personality.  However, the real challenge 
is going to be in giving others real authority -- even authority the leader 
may have to submit to.  The broader a movement reaches, the more 
control is going to have to be shared.  There is only one place to have 
the freedom to do this:  from the security of the Spirit being in control of 
the giftedness of the body and the power for advancing the kingdom [1 
Cor 12; Rom 12; Eph 4] 

 
ii. Insecurity -- this is the flip side of the need to be in control.  This then is 

the real question this leader must face:  Is the Holy Spirit really in 
control?  With all the weaknesses of the various team members?   The 
leader must have a sense of this, or will inevitably move toward control 

 
iii. Moves too quickly, without enough building of relationships 

 
If the team isn’t being led into a sense of the Spirit’s control, things can 
get shaky quickly.   Often, one person on the team disagrees heavily 
with the Team Leader.  If the team is not getting their sense of 
direction and confidence from the Lord, the conflict can bring emotional 
insecurity 
 

Truly building consensus is hard work.  When the weakness of others 
emerge, the temptation is to throw out practical submission to the 
Spirit’s control – i.e. he is the one bringing the team members together 
-- and instead, the “flesh” gets heavily involved 

 
iv. Defensive, self-justifying answers  

 
Complaint:  “You don’t see things through, but you defend yourself.” 
Answer:  “I’m just responding to changing needs.”  
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2.   Leader from Below 
 

 Consensus leader -- unity is the goal -- asks question, “What do we want to do?” 
 

            a.   Character 
 

i. Love of peacekeeping – always working for unity, so always trying to 
put out fires 

 
ii. Thoughtful – analytical & reflective 

 
iii. Good Listener – humility here, and loved for it 

 
iv. Sometimes weak in vision – no strong sense personally of where God 

wants to take the team/ministry 
 

v. Fear of Conflict – sometimes excessive 
 
vi. Lack of Decision-Making confidence - never quite sure what to do as 

people waver through the difficult process of implementing vision; can 
make most decisions tenuous 

 
        b. Areas for growth 
 

i. You can get the idea that this type of leader doesn’t know what to do.  
Can labor so much for consensus, there is no real direction.  

 
ii. The lack of trust in his/her character to make decisive leadership 

decisions leaves the team functionally without a leader.  Things grind 
to a halt 

 
iii. While this leader tries to avoid conflict, he/she often becomes the focal 

point of criticism 
 
 

 
B. Biblical Leadership 
 

God-consciousness is central.  We need to learn to lead out of fellowship with 
God.  Asks the question: “What does God want us to do?”   Grows out of an 
overwhelming burden to know God. When that is present, other members of the 
team can confirm the vision because the Spirit of God within them is affirming the 
same need to bring his love to the world. 
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1. Character 
  

a. An affirming style 
 

i. This comes out of the God-consciousness.  An awareness that the 
Holy Spirit has given everyone on the team gifts and grace, which 
needs to be affirmed  [cf I Cor 12] 

 
ii. The freedom to truly embrace this in the face of team members’ 

weaknesses and even sins is the context of the Gospel.  This is the 
basic affirmation from God that he is for the believer.  We are, in fact, 
simply aligning ourselves with reality  [Numbers 23:8-10, 18-23].  We 
are actually upholding the primacy of the Holy Spirit  [cf I Cor 1:1-10] 

 
iii. This makes the ministry primarily one of encouragement; not primarily 

correcting 
 

   b. A modeling style 
 

i. Especially modeling repentance, faith and the freedom to pursue 
obedience. 
Compare Paul in Romans 6-8; John in I John 1; David in Psalm 51; 
Jeremiah – Lamentations 3 

 
ii. Part of the patient love we are meant to exercise with the team comes 

from acknowledging the reality that although we do not want to simply 
accept the silliness and foolishness of others, we nonetheless 
recognize that the weakest person on the team is a reflection of our sin 
nature.   

        
    c. Gentle confrontation 
 

i. This is the normal (though not exclusive) mode of confrontation.  Most 
times Christ did not use an accusing tone with his disciples, but he 
often raised questions.  His comments to “come and learn from me for 
I am gentle and humble in heart” [Matthew 11:28-30], plus the 
prophecy of Isaiah 42:1-4 give us perspective on his frame of mind  
[Mark 10:35-45; Matthew 16:6-12  cf. even Saul’s conversion Acts 9:1-
6] 

 
ii. This gentleness flows from the reality that God is in control and will 

fulfill his purposes  [Isaiah 42:1-4]. So Paul tells Timothy [2 Timothy 
2:24-26] that gentleness is even a part of the equation when 
someone’s life is captivated by Satan 
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iii. However, gentleness does not mean we are not to be specific.  It is 
amazing how direct you can be if people know you love them 

 
 
   d. Communicating style 

 
i. The CEO often works inwardly in his head, then it all breaks out.  Not 

enough communication.  Needs to give lead-time in communication.  
Often just gives the finished product         

 
ii. God constantly communicates with his people, and Christ constantly 

communicated with his disciples  [Matthew 16:21, 20:17-19, 26:2].  
Sometimes people don’t hear [Luke 24:9-11], because their hearts are 
not ready to hear - but we still need to be sure we are communicating 

 
 

   e. Stabilizing style 
 

i. The team leader knows the vision and makes the team hold to it.  
He/she does not want to become unpredictable. You can be full of 
surprises, and God loves to surprise us with new things we did not see.  
But there must be a fundamentally high level of integrity from the leader 
in their commitments to the task  

 
ii. Most importantly, do what you say.  Keep your word.  Especially in 

reference to members of the team.  Sometimes you can’t.  If change is 
coming, give warning before it happens if at all possible.  If you fail, ask 
for forgiveness freely and openly      

 
       Compare Paul in 2 Corinthians 2:15-17  

 
 
      2.  Becoming a Biblical Leader 
 
 a. Learn to pray and cry out to God for help  [Hebrews 4:14-16, 5:7-10] 
 

The bottom line problem in becoming this type of leader is a heart problem in 
relationship with God. People often don’t change because we don’t know how 
to pray.  When the going gets rough in ministry, you must learn both how to 
humble yourself before the Lord as well as grow in confidence of God’s 
blessing for your life and the ministry 
 
 

b. Become a worship leader for the team   
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Return to God as the center of everything.  Lift God up as the center.  
Repentance does that.  Build on, center on the Word of God and the 
promises of God and the glory of God  [Psalms, 2 Corinthians 1:3, Galatians 
1:5, Ephesians 1:3, I Peter 1:3 ] 
 

  
c. Keep learning to live out of the power of the Gospel  

 
In the process, you will lose your self-consciousness and grow in God-
consciousness -- his love, his kingdom, his purposes.  Too much self-
consciousness does not bring confidence to the team.  But when you are 
taught by God deeply about his glory and love and purposes, and share that 
with the team, they will let God lead them through you 
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Team Ministry - Lesson 5 
Team Ministry and Submission to Leadership 

 
I. Foundational Understanding of God’s Call to Submission to Authority  
 

A. Because God has revealed Himself as equal in person (all three members of the 
Trinity being equally God), but “ordered” Himself functionally according to an 
authority structure (the Father sends the Son, etc.), submission to authority is one 
of the foundational issues of life (and ministry) which the Scriptures constantly 
address  
 
[2 Chronicles 30:8; Psalm 68:31; Romans 8:7, 10:3; Gen 41:40; Romans 13:1; 1 
Pet 2:13-14; 1 Cor 16:16; Heb 13:17; Eph 5:21,22; Gen 16:9] 
 
The great failure of the first Adam was in the lack of humble trust that led to 
rebellion against God’s authority [Genesis 3].  The great triumph of the Second 
Adam, Christ, was precisely the opposite:  “Then I said, ‘Here I am - it is written 
about me in the scroll - I have come to do your will, O God.” [Hebrews 10:7] 
 
God reveals the whole structure of the use of authority and submission to authority 
as “good” [Genesis 1:31].  And so without hesitation, the Scriptures constantly call 
us to issues of submission, first to God Himself [Exodus 20 (The Ten 
Commandments)], and then in the four major spheres of life: 
 
The Family -- Ephesians 5:21-6:2 
The State – Romans 13:1ff 
The Market -- I Peter 2:13-18 
The Church – Hebrews 13:17 
 
Since we are made in God’s image, the issues of unity and diversity (God is Three 
and God is One / Humanity is Male and Female), and the issues of equality, 
authority and submission to authority are an inescapable part of reality.  It is 
impossible to exist in life and relate on any level without authority/submission 
issues constantly emerging.  Even in “mutual submission” [Ephesians 5:22], in the 
end someone will be submitting to someone else.  
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B. What’s the problem?  The other inescapable reality:  the presence of sin and the 
flawed, limited human beings who exercise authority 

 
The abuse of authority in any of these relationships is oppressive and destructive.  
Frequently, those in authority defend and excuse themselves or focus on the need 
for those under their authority to “submit” rather than addressing flaws in their 
leadership.  The worst case scenarios are oppressive governments that inflict 
systemic injustice (the Taliban, American slavery), oppressive spouses or parents 
who abuse emotionally and or physically, employers who withhold just wages or 
gain wealth off of excessive labor practices, or church leaders who morally bind 
people to man-made rules or in other ways abuse their positions of moral 
leadership. 

 
The dilemma we often face is what to do with the flawed leadership.  Some issues 
are not difficult:  serious spousal abuse – leave the situation; misuse of 
government authority – seek to change the system; unjust employer – quit and get 
another job; oppressive church leadership – leave or replace the pastor.   
 
However, two considerations that often create tension: 
 

1) What if we aren’t able to remove ourselves from, or change the 
situation?   
-- a government we must live with (Congo, China, American slavery), a 
job we can’t quit, etc. 

 
2) What about flaws, sins and weaknesses that don’t measure up to the 

level of changing the authority structure, but still result in undesirable 
consequences – 
-- a depressed or angry spouse; an overbearing employer; a 
government whose policies we disagree with; a church leader who 
doesn’t seem to see crucial issues in the same way we see them. 
 

C. Does God have an answer? 
 

1.  Satan and his appeal to our “flesh” have an answer:  the appeal here is strong 
and has been fundamentally the same since the Garden of Eden [Gen 3:1ff- 
always questioning the wisdom of God] - if God calls us to submission in such 
circumstances it would be harsh, and justifiable to rebel.  Submission basically 
means putting ourselves under the control of a flawed leader and mindlessly 
submitting to their authority, which is going to lead to a total loss of freedom and 
injustice is simply going to be perpetuated by our submission. 
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2.   God and his appeal to the new nature also has an answer:  submission means 
seeing yourself in God’s Sovereign, loving care, which is able to accomplish his 
good purposes of bringing true righteousness into the world, even through your 
interaction with and submission to sinful and flawed leadership.   

 
God’s promise is to bring redemption either through changing the leader, or 
ultimately removing them; and at the same time, give peace and the protection 
that is needed to his suffering-servant-people.  This gives us the freedom to 
creatively serve and honor leadership, by seeking to make the team leader 
successful for God’s purposes, resulting in true freedom.  

 
[Daniel 4:19ff, esp 4:27;  Acts 2:23-24; I Peter 2:13-25] 

 
 
II. Attitudes that Feed and Reflect Poor Submission 
 
     A.  Rationale for lack of submission 
 

1.  “If I do what he/she says, I’ll be trapped” 
 

2.  “If I do what he/she says, others will be trapped and/or crushed” 
-- money wasted, years of labor undone 

 
3.  “His/her decisions are based on sinful principles and will ultimately lead to 
destruction” 
 

“Submission” does not mean we do not recognize major flaws or even sinful patterns in 
leaders - but rather, that we accept the call to learn how to creatively and humbly serve 
the leader to help bring about the kind of changes God wants to bring. 

 
 

     B.  The Look of the surface sins of lack of submission 
 

1.  The unsubmissive person who is aware he/she is not submitting 
 

This person usually won’t submit to any authority they are not in full 
agreement with.  The most positive thing about this kind of person is that they 
and everyone else know where they stand and what to expect. 

 
2.  The unsubmissive person who is not aware they are not submitting 

 
This person can be much more frustrating to deal with.  It’s a form of passive-
aggressive behavior that even people who aren’t normally passive-aggressive 
can slip into.  It comes from an unwillingness to acknowledge the difficulties of 
the situation and yet fully embrace the liberty of honoring and submitting to 
leadership in a way that trusts God to keep his word. 
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Some of the traits can include: 
 

- general sloppiness about work 
 
- lack of prioritizing:  instant analysis, putting the leadership concerns 3 or 
4 notches down the scale of importance 
 
- jobs poorly done  

 
- focusing on own ideas 

 
- not listening carefully to details 

 
- constantly appealing 

  
Your analysis and fears at times may be correct; but don’t forget the bigger 
picture - God is in control and will use even the foolishness of the leader to 
accomplish his will 

 
     C.   Biblical example of not submitting:  King Saul -- I Samuel 15 

 
Saul “reassessed” Samuel’s instructions, motivated out of a self-glorying attitude, 
and then fiercely defended himself, and shifted blame.  In the process he failed to 
see his own agenda as contrary to God’s ultimate glory, and did great evil by 
turning the “judgment of God” into an agenda of personal gain that portrayed 
God’s people and his purposes as simply one more evil empire [1 Sam 15:17-19] 

 
           What are the root, underlying sins in the lack of submission? 
 

1.  The fear of losing control of “our” agenda: 
 

a. In the most extreme cases, like Saul, we want to be King and have our 
own agendas.   Submitting to someone else creates fear and we begin 
seeing ourselves as trapped.   We then find ways to subvert the leader [I 
Sam 15:22,23].  Rebellion is like the sin of divination because you are 
rejecting God’s control over events and trying to re-define / re-discover the 
future consequence of current actions in order to justify taking a different 
(your own) course of action. 

 
b. Even in cases where our concerns about the leader’s agenda are 
legitimate, we still have to wrestle with trusting God to bring about needed 
change.  We often have pre-set ideas of how things should be done that 
are very hard to give up. The end result - not giving yourself to help the 
leader at their point of weakness, but using their weakness to attack them.  
This often moves to embitterment and gossip.  In turn, the leader often 
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feels trapped by his team, reacts, and then, in your mind only confirms 
your idea of what’s going on.  In this process you lose what God is 
about. 

 
You cannot have the freedom to creatively serve if you do not believe God is 
Loving and Sovereign.   

            
2.  The blindness of self-righteousness 

 
Like Saul -- so aware of the 7/8ths, that we think the 1/8th is no problem.  We 
assess our rebellion as harmless and see ourselves as pretty good 
people/workers/citizens.  The blindness of our self-righteousness, like Saul, can 
lead us to a sense that we have knowledge the leader doesn’t have, so he/she 
couldn’t possibly be right.  This justifies despising their authority [Cf I Sam 13:7-
14]   

 
 
 
III. The Cure for Lack of Submission 
 
      A.  God’s faithful love + God’s sovereignty = freedom 

 
Acts 4:27-30; Romans 8:28ff -- I feel trapped / I look trapped does not equal I 
am trapped.  Evil and injustice will not win the day.   

 
 
      B.  Examples of God’s love & sovereignty working through submission 
 

1.  Principle: You cannot learn to be a good leader without also learning to be a 
person who submits, even in unjust circumstances 

 
David -- 1 Sam 24:1-7, 26:23-24; 2 Samuel 15:23-26; 16:5-14  

 
 

2.  Principle: God will use flawed, even unjust authority to shape your character 
and at the same time, accomplish his salvation purposes, in His perfect time 
 
Joseph -- Genesis 37-50 

 
The Brothers; Potiphar; the Prison Guard; Pharoah 

 
The freedom in each relationship is found in not being immobilized by the 
injustice, but learning to serve for the good of the leader, knowing that God will 
be faithful to work out his purposes. 
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So Joseph did “good” to all of his unjust oppressors:  Potiphar [Gen 39:2-6];  the 
prison warden [Gen 39:20-23];  Pharaoh [Gen 41]; his brothers [Gen 42-45].  In 
the end, here is Joseph’s assessment of the original injustice of his brother’s 
actions against him -- “Don’t be afraid.  Am I in the place of God?  You intended 
to harm me, but God intended it for good to accomplish what is now being done, 
the saving of many lives” [Gen 50:19,20] 

 
Many of the issues Joseph would face as the second-in-command, would require 
a refining of his character:  from working for a “pagan” leader; to the temptations 
of power – sexual temptations; to corrupt individuals seeking personal gain; to 
“practical” wisdom of following through on tasks; to issues of humility and not 
overestimating himself because of his position of power.   
 
God’s “redeeming power” is that he is able to take to the very sinful and unjust 
intentions and actions of men, and still work them for his saving purposes, which 
is exactly what he did in Joseph’s life. 

 
3.  Principle: God will use flawed authority to position us to accomplish his will in 
his time  
 
If Joseph had been released from prison when he thought the time was right 
[Genesis 39:23, 40:1], all he would have received was his freedom.  God had 
much bigger purposes in mind -- the saving of many lives and the display of 
mercy to many nations [Genesis 50:19] 
 
God always has his bigger, better, faithful, saving purposes in mind.  John 15:8, 
Romans 8:28-29, Ephesians 3:20,21 and 1 Peter 2:18ff always go together. 
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Team Ministry - Lesson 6 
Teams and Conflict 

 
I. The Reality of Conflict in the Human Race:  God’s Loving Discipline 
 

A. Since the Fall, in Genesis 3, conflict has been a part of the human condition 
 

1. Adam and Eve demonstrate the roots of it in the break in their relationship with God and 
the subsequent blame shifting and refusal to accept personal responsibility for their sin  
[Gen 3:12, 13] 

 
   2. Cain demonstrates the destructive power of conflict when he kills his brother [Gen 4] 
   
   3. There is a spiritual conflict set in motion between the “seed of the serpent” and the   

“seed of the woman” that plays itself out in the tensions between the godly and the 
ungodly  [Gen 3:15 cf 4:17ff, 4:25ff ] 

 
B.  The striking reality about conflict however, is that God himself purposefully sets it into 
motion -- as a “necessary discipline ingredient” in a fallen world. 
 

1. God’s discipline of Adam and Eve is to turn them over to “conflict” in the marriage 
relationship (which is to say, all human relationships) [Gen 3:16] 

 
2. God is the one who brings conflict in the relationship between the two seeds [Gen 3:15] 

 
3.  God is the one who, throughout history, unleashes conflict among the nations as part of 
his discipline [Jeremiah 46-51;Ezekiel 25-32; Zechariah 1:14,15, 18-21] including releasing 
the four horsemen who “conquer,” “take peace from the earth,” “create economic 
injustice,” and “bring death” [Revelation 6] 

 
4.  God even – deliberately -- permits internal conflict within the heart of the believer  
 [Romans 7; Galatians 5:16-18; James 4:5]  

 
 

All of this conflict, however, has God’s loving purposes in it: it forces us to deal with the 
realities of sin that we would otherwise ignore.  The capacity we all have to turn a blind eye 
to sin, oppression, lack of compassion and the evils of injustice is far, far deeper than we are 
able to admit [Isa 44:9ff, esp vv.19,20; Jeremiah 17:9; Rom 3:9-18].   The presence of conflict 
as a loving discipline from God leads us to cry out for grace and grow in our knowledge of 
the Lord [James 4:6, Romans 7:7-13; Hebrews 12:25-27].  Conflict seems to be like physical 
pain – it hurts and no one enjoys it, but it works as a signal that there is something wrong 
that needs to be made right. 
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    This means for the life of the believer and the church and the healing that needs to take place 
in us, even as we hold out the hope of healing to the nations around us, conflict is something 
we need to learn to accept as a natural reality in a still-fallen world, and in ourselves as a still-
struggling people; but not conflict as a reality simply to be tolerated, but as a means of 
sanctification and growth.  Every conflict is an opportunity for sin to be exposed, for grace to be 
applied, for wisdom to be gained and for the expression of genuine righteousness and justice to 
expand.  
 
    We do not need to fear, run from, or cover over conflict.  The grace of God in Christ and his 
faithful commitment, through forgiveness, grace and the active presence of the Spirit to 
faithfully produce righteousness in us [Phil 1:3-6] is meant to give us patience, freedom and 
boldness to deal openly and honestly with conflict.  
 
 
II. Destructive Conflict within the Church and Ministry Teams 

 
     A.  The astonishing, destructive power of being “right” (or, Our Favorite Idol) 
 

1. We are most dangerous when we see ourselves simply as “being right” 
 

It is then that we are most easily judgmental; most easily blind to our own failings; 
most easily proud and not humble; less teachable  

 
What motivates and feeds this attitude is the ongoing need for self-justification that 
our “flesh” yearns for, and can offer a deep, but momentary inner sense of 
confidence 
 
What makes this so difficult at times to deal with in the church is that our sense of 
“being right” can easily get wrapped in a robe of “defending God’s righteousness,” 
when in fact, it is mostly about our own sense of being right.  No matter how “right” 
we believe ourselves to be, the moment we start despising and condemning other 
believers, we have moved out of the wisdom of God into a man-centered, devilish 
inspired, destructive kind of “wisdom”  [James 3:13-18, 4:11-12] 

  
 

2. The opposite of an attitude of “I’m right” is one of understanding our “rightness,” 
that is, our “righteousness” comes only as a gift from God’s grace. 

 
Paul makes this the major point of dealing with destructive conflict and division in 
Corinth [I Corinthians 1:10-31] 

 
This perspective leads to humility and a boasting only in Christ that yields the kind of 
acceptance and love and patience that Paul had for the Corinthian church itself. 
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Paul never compromised what was right.  He actually addressed the Corinthians on 
any number of issues, and came into “conflict’ with their erroneous thinking.  But it 
came in the form of constructive conflict because it came with the humility and love 
that flow from a knowledge that everything Paul knew and experienced that was 
“right” was a result of God’s free grace alone.   

 
      
B.  An example and analysis of destructive conflict 
 

1. David Mains and the Circle Church – A Multi-Ethnic Congregation that ended in 
divisive splits (early 1970s) 

 
Mains points out three critical failures that fed into the dissolution of the church: 
 
a. He never dealt with human depravity as something to be guarded against 

 
Sets people up for “Christian idealism”- with high expectations, especially for 
others.  Their “failures” then became an unbearable point of disappointment.  
This was not an issue for Christ, who knew the problem of sin and expected to 
deal with it in his disciples [Luke 22:31ff] 

 
Does not mean the Christian is defined by sin -- but just that it is stronger in any of 
us than we thought.  And we ought to be ready to apply the gospel   

 
       b. He never dealt with issues of “authority,” “submission,” and the godly use of   

authority  
 

The Team Leader needs to be willing to exercise authority so it can be given 
away.  Part of exercising authority is to deal with conflicts.  [Compare Christ 

  Luke 22:24-30] 
 
          c. He owned the ministry as a mistress – adultery/idolatry. 
 

His personality merged with the ministry.  It owned him.  He became fixated. 
Small things going wrong began to bother him deeply. 
 
Idols have power.  You think it will do something for you.  It does.   It feeds your 
ego.  But then, it leads into bondage.  The banner of Christ over an idol makes it 
nearly impossible to see.   

  
The power of an idol is broken as we look to Christ -- he is the Head over every part of 
the body and over everything for the body [Eph 1: 22:, 23].  In a good sense, we need to 
know Christ doesn’t need us.  His pleasure is to use us, but we are not indispensable [cf 
Moses- Ex 4].  We can shed tears over our idolatry, but it won’t disappear until we take 
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this good look at Christ, and submit to Him as Head.  This is the pace where idols fade.  
Sometimes this is needed every day, sometimes, every hour.  One of the sure signs of 
idolatry in our area of ministry is a lack of patience for others combined with an over-
exaggeration of small things.  At that point we may think we have a small problem, but it 
is really huge and can destroy us, and others, if we don’t bring it to Christ. 

 
 

2. The process of destructive conflict 
 

a. Failure to flee idolatry -- I John 5:21 
 

What feeds into this failure? 
 

-- shifting the focus of faith and reliance from Christ alone to the 
gifts/plans/expectations of self and others, and the result:  power goes out of 
the life 

 
-- along with this is a shift from grace to works -- creating our own reality of how 
to motivate and accomplish the tasks 

 
-- accompanied by an absence of prayer, or if there is prayer, it is dry, 
perfunctory; not a broken heart over ourselves and others and the power and 
promise of God to meet us 

 
Unless we wrestle here, we will become destructive people in conflict. 

 
      b. Differences become critical 

 
Secret doubts about others rise to the surface in a prominent way [contrast 2 
Cor 5:16-21].  We begin to identify people by their sins instead of by the promise 
of Christ in them.  We begin to notice the differences between us more and 
more. 

 
Feelings of superiority and being “right” begin to impress themselves on our 
consciousness.  If we see ourselves clearly as fellow sinners always in need of 
grace, we will repent and exercise humility.  If we see ourselves as clearly right, 
we tend to judge, kill and destroy. 

 
 c.   Fear turns to condemnation 
 

“I am superior/right” always has an underside of fear.  That fear begins to drive 
us—it becomes fear not only of others, but also of ourselves.  I John 4:16 says 
that perfect love drives out fear.  The opposite is true as well, that fear can drive 
out a mature love. 
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Unless we are dealing with these things, attitudes harden and differences become 
unbridgeable. This begins to express itself in gossip and judgmentalism.  Feelings are 
growing cold in “love,”, but hot in “judgment.”  We begin fixating on other person’s 
weaknesses.  Every action now acts as a catalyst for further hardening of the 
attitudes.  Bitterness sets in.  There is no forgiveness and in the end, we demonize 
the other person [Compare James 3:13ff] 

 
d. Public exposure and clash 

 
The issues break out in the open.  Something similar to the “O.K. Corral” occurs.  
People fire volatile rounds of accusation at one another.  Peacemakers sometimes 
come along and try to hold the bodies up and keep things going, but there is no 
attempt at Matthew 18.  The woundings increase, the gossip increases and the self-
righteousness hardens. 

 
e. Excommunication of each other 

 
The team breaks up.  A sense of hopelessness about the gospel and the power of 
God and the kingdom sets in.  Often followed by a spiritual despair.  In the end, the 
conclusion is that the Gospel doesn’t work. 

 
 
III. God’s Cure: Build on the Gospel at every point  

 
The “way out” is surprisingly simple, and can be pursued at any point in the chain of events.  
At the core we must return to I John 4:12 – knowing and relying on the love God has for us. 
 
A.  Re-focus our faith on the Gospel 
 
We are all deserving of wrath.  And unless we are touched by the blood and the water, which 
alone makes us sons of God, we are all sunk. 
 
We need the ministry of the Spirit to work God’s love in us -- forever!  And we need to 
complete the circuit of God’s love -- Eph 4:30-32 – especially where others “shake” our idols.  
Especially with the “unexpected” team member -- the one who rubs us the wrong way.  We 
can begin so responding to their “flesh” that we lose the love of God for them and his 
commitment to make righteousness flourish. 
 
We must see others under this same Gospel as well.  We may have to fight for this 
perspective daily, but it is worth the battle [II Corinthians 5:16-19] 
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B.  Cry out for grace 
 

Individually and collectively recognizing we can’t do this kind of loving on our own.  So we cry 
out for God to meet us freely by his grace.  Let the conflicts drive us to the promises of God, 
freely given [James 1:2-5] 

 
C. Identify and reject the idols 
 
First, don’t deny they exist.  Idolatry is deep in the “flesh” of every one of us.  That is why the 
first two of the Ten Commandments deal with idolatry.  It is as common a human condition 
as issues of work/rest, family, sex, lying, coveting, etc. 
 
Second, don’t deny their power.  All “addictions” have power that is spiritual in nature.  They 
feed our “flesh.”   The child of God has the freedom to acknowledge this and reject them.  

 
D. Focus on foundational unity  --   Philippians 2:1ff 
 
Focus on what we have in common.  This is God’s call.  If we let ourselves drift and focus on 
the differences, it will never lead to reconciliation.  The need for this focus is especially true 
as we discuss our differences. 

 
     E.  Repent frequently 
 

Apologize, confess sins, listen, affirm.  These are crucial to keeping the unity of the body 
[James 3:17-18] 

 
F. Out of our own conviction of sin and brokenness, don’t be afraid to talk to others about 

their idols [cf Paul, I Corinthians] 
 

G. Engage in constructive conflict 
 
     The Glory of God, for all, as the chief concern 
 

Not the glory of self.   Glory:  about the revelation of God’s goodness though his grace in 
everyone’s life and for the situation as a whole 

 
     H.  Mount a love-offensive 
 

How do I/we make the love of God known?  Can we win the person without “winning the 
point”?  Invitational versus argumentative 
 
Enter into the conflict with a predisposition towards forgiveness and the hope of the Gospel 
for the other person, yourself and the situation [1 Cor 1:4-9] 
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     I.  Deal openly with differences without judging attitudes 

 James 4:11,12 
 
     J.  Inquire about the issue, don’t focus on the personality 
 

Personality is often a code word for predetermined view of a person; can’t/won’t change.  
Begin reacting to that personality before we even know the real issue. 

 
     K.  Listen to concerns, instead of moving to accusation 
 

Perceptions may not be rooted in truth and may not actually reflect reality; but they are 
perceived as reality and affect the feelings and the process of reasoning.  Listen, without 
accusing. 

 
L.  Reject gossip and go directly to the other person as a “brother” you are covenantally 
bound to [Matthew 18:15ff] 
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Teams Lesson 7 
Personal Spiritual Warfare 

 
I.  The Pattern of Spiritual Warfare 
 
     A.  A movement from presumption to despair 
 

The “lever” that gives Satan the biggest handle to defeat us in spiritual warfare is 
not all of his “power.”  That often leads to a false view of Satan’s abilities as if 
there are two “gods” (and the one with the practical power is the “evil god”).  God 
and the Devil then compete, and in the end, the battle will be won by our choice.  
The truth demonstrated and proclaimed in Scripture is that Satan can array an 
entire government and all of its powers as instruments of evil against Christ and 
his people -- but he simply won’t win the day. There is only One God, who does 
rule over all and will be victorious.   
 
What is the danger point then in spiritual warfare?  As the Scriptures describe 
actual cases of spiritual warfare, the real lever for our personal spiritual defeat is 
our own pride and arrogance.  This becomes especially difficult for us if we are 
not fully aware that this will be Satan’s main point of enticement and opposition 
against us [cf. Israel in Numbers 23-25] 

 
The attack begins at the point of presumption, and is intended to end in 
hopelessness and despair: 
 

Presumption:  functionally unaware that I have “sin” and that Satan will 
pull my chain, and seek to devour me [I Peter 5:8]; but very aware of my 
sense of commitment and zeal.  “Don’t bog me down with facts; I can 
handle it; let me do it.” 

  
Despair:  When things don’t work, I need someone to blame.  It is usually 
someone else, and then eventually it may even be me.  But, even if we 
accept some sense of responsibility, if we are not dealing with the pride / 
presumption / lack of humility, we can easily be filled with despair -- “I’ll 
never get it right,”  “Others will never get it right,”  “God doesn’t seem to 
care,”  “The opposition is too great.”  This is full blown spiritual warfare 
and a devouring by Satan. 

   
 
B.  Peter as an example -- Luke 22:24, 31-38, 40, 54-62 

 
1.  Jesus warns Peter that a battle is coming -- that Satan is going to attack 
[Luke 22:31-34] 
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Peter is very unaware of his vulnerability, but very aware of his own sense of 
commitment, and so he makes claims about his commitment to Christ that are 
presumptuous.  He believes following Christ involves defending him against his 
enemies.  He has no clue that it means being willing to join Christ in dying for his 
enemies. 
 
Many times we go into a mission or ministry with pre-set notions of how we are 
going to utilize our gifts, understand the needs and communicate the call of the 
Gospel.  When we engage, we find sickness, conflict, opposition of sorts we never 
imagined, and we are thrown into deep doubt.  
 
2. The evidence of our presumption is in our lack of prayer [Luke 22:40-46] 
 
3. Peter was far more committed to himself than he knew.  When it became evident 
that Jesus was surrendering to the hands of evil men, Peter panicked, and deep 
fears emerged from his heart and led his actions [Luke 22:54-60] 

 
4. Despair followed [Luke 22:61-62] 

 
 
II. The Symptoms of Spiritual Attack 
 
     A.  Unresolved mental and emotional confusion 
 

1. Some is ordinary.  Some is even helpful.  If we aren’t a little confused we 
won’t ask questions and be teachable. 

 
2. But deep confusion that is always unresolved and doesn’t lead back to the 

Gospel and the hope of God shows Satan has a hold here [Romans 15:13] 
 

Presumption is like pride that has its eyes blindfolded.  We are so convinced 
we are right, when we may be wrong or at least wrong about our 
expectations.  Peter knew he wanted to follow Christ, which was right.  He 
was just wrong about what it meant, and often he would not listen [cf  Mt. 
16:23].  The result is confusion that leads to a desire to quit, widespread fear, 
or to try and plunge forward without thinking through the issues. 
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B.  A troubled conscience 
 

1. Jesus’ statement to Peter, “Satan wants to sift you like wheat,” means he 
wants to put you on trial, condemn you and claim you [cf Job] 

 
The troubled conscience is a result of him grabbing our pride and using it to 
defeat us in sin.  The problem can be that unless we learn to deal with the 
reality of this, we can keep giving him the handle.  [Compare Christ, “Satan 
has no hold on me.  The world must learn that I love the Father… John 
14:30,31] 

 
2. In extreme form, Satan says, “Take your life.” 
 

Compare Judas Iscariot and Peter.  Both could have ended their lives in the 
same place, except for this:  Jesus says to Peter, “I have prayed for you.” 
 
Hudson Taylor 
 
 

C. Divisions 
 

1. James 4:1-5 compare 3:14-16 
 
       2.  James 4:6-10 
   
 
  D.  Self-Righteousness 
 

“I am superior to others.”  “My motives are purer.”  Accompanied by self-pity, 
because things still aren’t going your way 

 
 
  E.  Physical Sickness 
 
 2 Corinthians 12   
 
  F. Persecution 

 
Revelation 12 
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  G.  Complacency 
     
 A lot of lip service to the right things, but the heart is far from God 
 
 
 
III. Mistaken Methods of Spiritual Warfare 
 
       A.  Overemphasizing demonic power 
 
 Two gods    
 
       B.  Fighting People Instead of Satan 
 
 Taking attacks personally [Ephesians 6] 
 
       C.  Working exclusively on the “problem” 
 

Spend all the time working exclusively on conflicts.   No time for prayer, crying 
out to God.   Removes the real “spiritual warfare” dynamic 

 
     D.   Using Satan as an excuse for not repenting 

 
  Repentance and faith is how we deal with Satan [James 4:6-10] 
 
 
 
IV. The Practice of Spiritual Warfare 
 
       A.  The heart of spiritual warfare:  knowing the Gospel 
 

     Jesus is our Intercessor [Luke 22:31ff] 
 

Satan wants to claim us and could, except for this:  Jesus has already claimed us 
as his own.  And the atonement is his legal, lawful right to do so.     

 
He intercedes on our behalf and he never loses a case -- even though he takes 
only the admittedly guilty as his clients.  He never loses because all the 
accusations fail since they are directed against Christ’s blood and righteousness 
on our behalf [Romans 8:33-34] 
 
This is what Peter needed to learn: that his only boast, and his only hope for 
learning to truly follow Christ, was Christ’s work on his behalf, not the zeal of his 
efforts.  We all have to learn and re-learn this [Paul in 2 Cor 12:7, Romans 10:1-4] 
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What made it possible for Peter to actually learn this was the effectiveness of 
Christ’s prayer on his behalf [Luke 22:31, Hebrews 6:19,20].  He sustains us 
while we go through the learning process.  The effectiveness of his prayers is 
seen in the difference between Judas and Peter.  

 
 
 

B.  A humbled heart to believe the Gospel and to learn God’s ways of advancing his 
kingdom 

 
1. A humbling of the heart drives away Satan [James 4:7-10, I Peter 5:6ff] 

because it leaves him with no handle to use as leverage.  Believing the 
Gospel requires true humility because it means we admit we have nothing to 
boast in except Christ [1Cor 1:27ff, Gal 6:14] 

 
It took Peter time to realize this, but the Lord, who began a good work in him, 
was committed to bringing him to maturity [Mark 16:6,7; John 21:15ff] 
 

2. A humbling of the heart also gives us the freedom to learn God’s ways of 
advancing his kingdom 

 
We learn to put aside our self-confident, fleshly agenda and learn to rely on 
the power of the Holy Spirit through prayer, in order to serve others with 
God’s grace in word and deed.  We even learn to embrace our weakness and 
the sufferings of Christ to advance God’s rule and reign in the hearts of men.  
The result is a boldness that allows us to follow Christ and face whatever 
opposition may arise, with a humble confidence that God will triumph.   
[Peter in Acts 1, 2; I Peter 4:12ff] 
 
 
 

Two perspectives to keep in mind about spiritual warfare:   
 

1) Be alert – don’t be ignorant about what is happening; Satan is on the prowl   
  [1 Pet 5:8] 

 
2) Don’t despair -- be filled with the hope of the Gospel [1 Pet 5:9,10] 

 
Spiritual warfare is an ongoing state of affairs until Christ returns, which is why Paul 
reminds us in Ephesians 6 that part of our ongoing battle is against the devil’s schemes 
and spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms  [Ephesians 6:11-12;  cf Job 1;  
II Corinthians 2:10, 11; I Peter 5:10]  
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Paul also tells us that we will, nevertheless, be able to stand our ground in the day of 
evil.  And even more, that we will be triumphant as we learn to “put on the full armor of 
God,” [Ephesians 6:10, 13ff ; Romans 16:20; II Corinthians 12:7-10] 
 
There are battles that are broad -- “the powers of this dark world” [Eph 6:12] that often 
reveal themselves in systemic evil – “Babylon,” and political and religious systems 
[Revelation 13, 17].  Our focus is going to be on the more individual, personal spiritual 
warfare the Christian often must engage.   
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